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Local Markets:
The Kenyan shilling inched higher against the dollar on Monday, largely
supported by hard currency inflows from offshore investors. USDKES
opened at highs of 102.95/103.25 and moved to trade at 102.85/103.15
before taking its last leg lower to close at 102.65/103.05 for the day.

Top News:
• World

shares struggled higher on Monday amid
conflicting signals of a potential truce in the China-U.S.
trade dispute, while the Federal Reserve's new-found
concerns over the global economy sapped the dollar.

International Markets:
USD: The dollar hovered near a two-week low against its peers
on Tuesday as cautious comments by Federal Reserve officials
over the global outlook and weak data at home raised questions
over whether the U.S. central bank will slow down its rate
increases. The US offered the November NAHB Housing Market
Index which slumped down to 60- its lowest since 2014, as
growing affordability concerns hit builders' confidence. The only
releases for today are Housing Starts and Building Permits for
October.

GBP: The pound caught a fresh bid-wave in early trades and
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broke the consolidation phase to the upside, sending the cable to
daily tops near $1.2885, as British Prime Minister Theresa May
sought to win support for her draft European Union divorce deal
which has come under attack from many in her ruling
Conservative Party. The pair trimmed gains however and is now
trading near the midpoint of the $1.28 handle. On the economic
calendar for Tuesday, the Bank of England's (BoE) Governor
Mark Carney will be delivering his testimony in the British
parliament for the latest Inflation Report Hearings, and Carney's
words could see far-reaching effects today if the UK's central bank
maintains a too-dovish stance while investors take a quick break
from the Brexit rollercoaster. The sterling is likely to trade within a
range with support seen at $1.2820 and resistance at $1.2900.

EUR: The upbeat tone in the European currency remained well
Previous
7.349%
8.302%
9.520%

and sound through Monday’s session and propped up the
advance in the euro further north of the $1.1400 barrier as the
broad-based dollar weakness provided a boost to the pair. Earlier
in the day, data published by the European Central Bank showed
that the current account surplus (seasonally adjusted) fell to €17
billion in September from €24.3 billion recorded in August. For
today, only mid-tier data is due with German PPI on the cards.
The euro is likely to trade within a range with support seen at
$1.1410 and resistance at $1.1490.
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